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A metrizable space X is the cell-like image of a metrizable space 2 of dimension <n iff the 
cohomological dimension XC n. If X is topologically complete and/or separable, then we may 
choose Z to be so. If X is a metrizable space with cob. dim. cn, then X can be embedded in a 
topologically complete metrizable space with cob. dim. in. 
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1. Introduction 
In [17], John Walsh published a proof of a result, attributed to R.D. Edwards, 
that each compactum with cohomological dimension (c-dim) < n is the cell-like 
image of a compactum 2 of covering dimension (dim) s n. Moreover, combining 
this result with previously known theory, Walsh was able to state the following. 
1.1. Theorem (Edwards-Vietoris). A compactum X is the cell-like image of a compac- 
turn Z of dimension <n i#c-dim X < n. 
A beautiful theorem which arose from this is the following. 
1.2. Theorem. There exists a compacturn X such that c-dim X <CO and dim X = cc 
18 there exists a jinite-dimensional compactum Z and a cell-like map of Z onto an 
injinite-dimensional compactum. 
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A cell-like map as in Theorem 1.2 would be called a cell-like dimension raising 
map. It is not known whether such a map exists. Nevertheless, Theorem 1.2 unifies 
two seemingly disparate areas of mathematics. 
The Vietoris part of Theorem 1.1 is still true for noncompact spaces, that is, if 
f: 2 + X is a cell-like map from a metrizable space 2 onto a metrizable space X, 
and c-dim Z < n, then c-dim X 4 n [ 17, lo]. However, it is not known if there exists 
a cell-like dimension raising map with a non-compact domain. In the sequel we 
shall prove a generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
1.3. Theorem. A metrizable space X is the cell-like image of a metrizable space Z of 
dimension <n iff c-dim X < n. If X is topologically complete and/or separable, then 
we may choose Z to be so. Conversely, if X is the image under a proper = perfect map 
of a topologically complete and/ or separable space, then so is X (for the topologically 
complete part, see [2,Table 1, p. 181. 
1.4. Theorem. If X is a metrizable space and c-dim X s n, then X can be embedded 
as a dense subspace of a complete metrizable space of c-dims n; if c-dim X s n and 
X is contained in a metrizable space Y, then there is a G,-subset of Y such that X c G 
and c-dim G < n (this latter was pointed out to us by the referee). 
These results yield the following generalization of Theorem 1.2. 
1.5. Theorem. There exists a metrizable space X such that c-dim X < 00 and dim X = 
cc iff there exists a jinite-dimensional metrizable space Z and a cell-like map of Z onto 
an infinite-dimensional metrizable space. 
2. Preliminaries 
Whenever N is a simplicial complex, then (NI will denote the underlying polyhe- 
dron of N, and if UE N, then 6 will denote the interior of u. The topology of INI 
may be generated by a uniformity, although when N is locally finite this topology 
will be the Whitehead topology (see Appendix). 
If v is a vertex of N, then let st(v, N) be the open star of v in INI and &v, N) 
be the closed star. If A c IN\, then st( A, N) = U { & oENandanAZ@}.IfA={v}, ) 
where v is a vertex, then st( A, N) = st( v, N). We define z( A, N) = U {u / u E N and 
(T n A # (d}, so that z( { u}, N) = z( v, N). If Y is a set not considered as a complex, 
(Y is a collection of subsets of Y, and AC Y, then st(A, a) = lJ {B 1 B E a and 
B n A# 0). We shall use the symbol < both to mean ‘refines’ for covers and 
‘subdivides’ for subdivisions of a complex. The symbol <* will be used for ‘star 
refines’. 
The notation N(“) will mean the n-skeleton of the complex N (simplicial or CW) 
while /IkN will designate the kth barycentric subdivision of N. If {N’}po denotes 
a sequence of subdivisions of N, then always assume No = N and that Nj+’ < P2N’. 
The symbol S(N) will denote the cover {st( v, N) 1 v a vertex of N} and S(N) = 
{st(v, N) 1 v a vertex of N}. Whenever N has an index or subscript, we shall 
consistently use Si, S{, Si, S: to denote S(Ni), S(N;‘), S(N,), S(N:). 
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We find it convenient to define a topology for IN] by means of a uniformity, and 
approach this by use of uniform covers as in the appendix. 
Although complexes used herein may be given nonmetrizable topologies, the 
spaces studied are metrizable. A map f: X + Y is called cell-like if it is proper, i.e., 
fP’( D) is compact for every compact D c Y, and point inverses are cell-like spaces. 
A nonempty space is called cell-like if it is compact and every map of it to an ANR 
is null homotopic. This is the same as ‘shape of a point’, and we detect that a space 
is cell-like if it can be written as the inverse limit of a sequence of compacta such 
that the bonding maps are null homotopic. 
3. Cohomological dimension and K(Z, n) 
We choose to define cohomological dimension (with integer coefficients) as in 
[17] by means of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K(Z, n), which we denote K,. It is 
required that K, be either a simplicial complex or a CW-complex and that any two 
K,‘s be homotopy equivalent. These spaces must satisfy, 
(3.1) 
When modelled as a CW-complex, that is by attaching cells of dimension an +2 
beginning with S”, then the n-skeleton of K, is S”. In the usual procedure for 
constructing K,, one starts with S” and first ‘kills off’ r,,+, by attaching a finite set 
of (n +2)-cells to kill off generators of v,,+, . These could be attached all at once, 
or one at a time. The latter approach is the one usually visualized, so let us think 
of it in that way. In this case, a new space is formed each time a cell is attached. 
After rr,,+, is killed off, one proceeds in a similar manner to kill off 7~,,+~, attaching 
(n +3)-cells one at a time as needed, beginning with the new object whose (n + 
1)-homotopy group is trivial. In a countably infinite number of steps, the process 
of killing off the higher homotopy groups is completed, and the resulting CW- 
complex is K,. 
To define cohomological dimension, make use of the following. 
3.2. Definition. c-dim X s n if for each closed subset A of X and map f: A + K,, 
f extends to a map of X to K,. 
For more information, see Section 3 of [17]. 
In Section 4 of [17] there is a description of a construction of a special type of 
‘Eilenberg-MacLane complex’. Starting with a finite simplicial complex L, and 
integer n 2 1, and a list (T,, . . . , (T, of all the simplexes of L of dimension > n + 1, 
a CW-complex i = L’“‘u K(m,) u . . . u K (a,) is fashioned. Indeed, the construc- 
tion outlined in [17] is not that of a CW-complex, but could be redesigned to meet 
the requirements as listed on p. 401 of [16]. It is not necessary to restrict this 
construction of a ‘Walsh complex’ i to the case where L is finite. Our L in the 
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sequel may be infinite. The procedure of construction has to be modified and it is 
best to do so in a way that depicts the CW structure directly. 
3.3. Lemma. Given a simplicial complex L with the Whitehead topology, and n 2 1, 
there exists a CW-complex i (call it a Walsh complex) satisfying: 
(i) i(n) = i(n+l) = L’“‘. 
(ii) For each u E L there is a subcomplex K(u) of _f so that K(u) = u if dim u < n, 
while if dimu>n+l, then K(u) is an Eilenberg-MacLane space 
K(Tr,(u(n) ), n). Further, K(u)(“)= K(u)(“+‘)= u(n). 
(iii) Zfu, TEL, then K(u)nK(r)=K(an~). 
(iv) f=U{K(u)lu~ L}. 
(v) If L is locally$nite, then {K( ) 1 u c E L} is a locally jinite collection in i. 
(vi) Lf a closed cell e E K(a) = f and dim e 2 n + 2, then there exist finite sets 
S,,S*,..., S, of cells of L subject to the following: 
(a) e is attached to I_. S,, 
(b) each cell in Sj is attached to IJ S,_, ,2 <j < m, 
(c) each cell in S, is attached to u(*). 
Proof. We start with L’“’ thought of as a CW-complex of dimension n. Let us first 
attach a collection of (n +2)-cells to L(“) to form a CW-complex K,(L). This is done 
as follows. If u E L and dim u G n, let K~(u) = u. If u is an (n + I)-simplex of L, 
then choose a generator for rrn+,(@) (ti = au) and attach an (n +2)-cell to ci so as 
to kill n,,+,(d). The choice of base point is arbitrary here and throughout this 
construction. Let the object 6 with the attached (n-t-2)-cell be denoted K,(U). 
Perform this operation on each (n + l)-simplex u E L. Then L’“‘with this first collection 
of (n+2)-cells attached to it is denoted L(l, 1). Thus L(l, 1) = 
U {K~(u) I dim u 4 n-k 1). For each u, T,,+,(K~(u)) is trivial. 
Next we shall produce L(l, 2) with L( 1,1) c L( 1,2), by attaching (n +2)-cells to 
L(“). To this end, suppose u E L and dim u = n + 2. Let K,( 6) = U {K (7) ( T is a proper 
face of u}. Then we have the inclusion ucn) c, K~( 6) which induces isomorphisms 
of homotopy groups of dimensions d n. And n,+, ( K,( 6)) has a finite set of generators, 
which we kill by attaching a finite set of (n +2)-cells to form K,(U). Since the 
(n + l)-skeleton of KI((T) is the same as u (“I, these cells are assumed to be attached 
to u(“). Define L(1,2) to be lJ{~,(u)ldim u s n +2}. This process continues in an 
obviouswayproducingL(l,l)cL(1,2)cL(1,3)c....LetK,(L)beU{L(1,i)ll~ 
i s CO}. Since each (n + 2) -cell is attached to L’“‘, K1( L) has the natural structure of 
a CW-complex of dimension n +2 in such a way that each L(1, i) is a subcomplex 
as is each K1(U). Further, it is clear that K,(U) n K1(T) = K,(U n T) for each pair a, 
T of simplexes of L. 
To produce K~( L) we are going to attach (n +3)-cells to K,(L). If u E L and 
dim us n, then let K2(U) = cr. If u is an (n-t I)-simplex, then T~+~(K,(u)) has a 
finite set of generators. Kill this generating set by attaching (n +3)-cells to form 
Kz(CX). Let L(2, l)=U{~~(u)ldim us n+l}. Note that L(2, l)(ntZ)= K,(L). Next 
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let us produce L(2,2) by attaching more (n +3)-cells to K,(L). Suppose v E L and 
dima=n+2. Let K2(b)=U{~2(~)I 7 is a proper face of o}. Then we have the 
inclusion o(“), K*(k), which induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups of 
dimensions s n. Also r,,+,( ~~(6)) = TT~+,(K(P)) which is trivial. Choose a finite set 
of generators of r,,+*( K~( I?)) and kill these by attaching a finite set of (n + 3) -cells 
to form K~(v). These cells are to be attached to K,(c?) c K,(L). Define L(2,2) to be 
U IKE I dim u G n +2}. In an obvious way, continue this process to produce 
L(2, 1) c L(2,2) c L(2,3) c . . . . Let K~(L) = IJ (L(2, i) / 1 G i < a}. Since each (n-t 
3)-cell is attached to K,(L), K~(L) has the natural structure of a CW-complex of 
dimension n +3 in such a way that K2(L)(n+2) = K~(L), K2(L)(n+‘) = K~( L)‘“’ = 
K1( L)‘“’ = L(“). Al so, each L(2, i) is a subcomplex as is each K~((T). Further it is 
clear that K~((T) n K~(T) = K?(U n T) for each pair o, T of simplexes of L. 
The construction of K,(L), K~(L) with K,(L) c K~(L) given above indicates how 
one may recursively construct a sequence K~( L) c K*(L) c K~(L) c . . . so that i = 
U {K~( L) 11 G i < CO}, given the topology coherent with the spaces K~( L), is a CW- 
complex. Surely 3.3(i) is satisfied. For each a, let K(a) = U {K~((T) ( 1 G i <CO}; one 
checks that 3.3(ii)-3.3(v) are satisfied. 0 
In proving our main result, we find it convenient to present spaces as inverse 
limits of sequences of complexes. The complexes are determined by nerves of covers, 
and there is a useful lemma [3, Lemma 3.41 that we state now. (We use N(V) to 
denote the nerve of V). 
3.4. Lemma. Each locally jinite open cover U of a normal space X has an open 
rejinement V covering X and a surjective mapping b : X + IN( V)l such that for each 
VE V, bP’(st( V, N(V))) = V, and b is essential on each simplex ofN( V). Moreover, 
if U is star-finite, then so is V. 
3.5. Definition. A map such as b above is called essential on a simplex cr if 
bl b-‘(aa): b-‘(&r)+ (T cannot be extended to map of b-‘(o) to a(~. 
We shall refer in the sequel to maps b in Lemma 3.4 as being normal maps. 
3.6. Lemma. Suppose X is a space, U is an open cover of X, N = No is the nerve of 
U, and b : X + INo1 is normal relative to U and N. Let No, N’, . . . be a sequence of 
subdivisions where NJ+’ ( N' for each j and form the corresponding open covers S’ 
as described in Section 2. Let C’ = b-‘(S) denote the corresponding open cover of X. 
Then for each jz0, the map b is normal relative to CJ and NJ. 
(From this treatment, we identify NJ with the nerve of C’). 
Proof. It is clear that N’ can be treated as the nerve of C’ by identifying a vertex 
Ve NJ with the open set b-‘(st( V, Nj)). Hence we already have satisfied the 
condition b-‘(st( V, N( Cl))) = V for all V E C’. We must show that if (T is a simplex 
of N’, then b is essential on u. Suppose b is not essential on u and that u is a face 
of A. Then the following argument shows that b is not essential on h either. 
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The result is clearly true if dim A = 1, so assume dim A > 1. We prove the result 
by induction downward on the dimension of the face CT of A. One only needs to 
prove that if dim A = k, u is a (k - 1)-face of A, and f: X + A is an essential map, 
thenfly-‘(a) :f-‘( ) (T + (T is an essential map. Suppose there exists a map g :f-‘( a) + 
(T such that g =f on f-‘(au) and g(a) c aa. 
Define p :f-‘(ah) + &‘A -6 as the union g uflf-‘(‘?A - 6). Then p and f are 
homotopic into aA because each point is mapped by them to a pair of points 
belonging to a single face. Now aA - & is an AR, so E.L extends to + : X + ?JA - 6 c aA. 
Then so does f]f-‘(ah), which contradicts the assumption that f is essential. 
Now let 0 be a simplex of N such that a= 8. Using the preceding, we may as 
well assume dim CT = dim 8. Let r : e -G+ ae be a retraction. Let h : b-‘(a) + au be 
a map that agrees with 6 on b-l(&). Extend h to all of b-‘(8) via the map b. Then 
r 0 h : b-‘(e) + ae is a map that agrees with b on b-‘(Jo), contrary to the fact that 
b is essential on 0. 17 
3.7. Every open cover of a metrizable space has a refinement which is an open 
cover whose nerve is locally finite dimensional [3, Lemma 3.31. If the space is 
separable, then the nerve is locally finite if desired, i.e., the cover is star-finite. [4 
p. 255, problem 7.31. Furthermore, there is a normal map b of the space to the nerve 
of the refinement (see the proof of Lemma 3.4 of [3]). 
3.8. Lemma. Let X be a space with c-dim X G n, L be a simplicial complex, and 
b : X + 1 LI be a map where 1 Lj has the Whitehead topology. For jixed n, let W be the 
Walsh complex associated with L. Then there exists a map c: X + W such that 
clb-‘(W’“‘) agrees with b, and so thatforeachuE L, c(b-‘(u))cK(u). 
Proof. The collection { b-‘( ) 1 u UE L} is cover of X by closed sets. We shall define 
c piecewise on these sets b-‘(u) by defining maps g, on b-‘(u) and letting c be 
the union of the maps g,, and then use Lemma A.4 to show that c is continuous. 
If dim u < n, let g, = b 1 b-‘(u). Proceeding inductively, suppose n s k and for all 
u of dimension Sk we have defined g, on b-‘(u). We assume that g,(b-l(u)) = 
K(u) and that if dim r G k, then g, = g, on b-‘( 7) n b-‘(u). Now suppose dim u = 
k+ 1. Note that from Lemma 3.3(iii), if r is a proper face of a, then K(r)c K(C). 
Thus, define g, to be g, on K’(T) for each proper face of a, so that g,(b-‘(da)) = 
K(u). Since c-dim(b-‘(u)) G n and K(u) is a K(rr,(u(“)), n), the map g, extends 
to all of b-‘(u) (see Exercises 4, 5 of [17]). This completes the construction of g, 
and completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 0 
4. Proof of Main Theorem 
The objective of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. First, suppose f: Z + X is 
cell-like and dim Z c n. Then the proof of the fact that c-dim X s n in Section 6 of 
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[17] for compacta goes through just as well for the case 2, X are metrizable (see 
Appendix B of [17]). So we need only consider a proof of the converse. 
Our proof of the converse is lengthy. First, we remark that if c-dim X s 1, then 
dim X = c-dim X (see Corollary 3.3 of [ 171). So assume 2s c-dim X = n. Let X be 
given a metric and let { ZJ, (0 s i < 00) be the sequence of open covers of X where 
each U, consists of all open balls of radius l/( i + 1). We are going to define recursively 
another sequence {Vi ) 0 s i < a} of open covers, V, < U,, whose nerves Ni = N( V;) 
will be used to construct an inverse sequence {IN,I,J;}. Furthermore, {V,} will serve 
as a base for a useful uniformity on X. The space X will be uniformly embedded 
in the inverse limit of the spaces IN,) (this is like the construction in [g], but we 
must do even more), and there will be a space 2 from which a cell-like map will 
be defined onto a complete subspace containing X. The space 2 will be defined as 
the inverse limit of IN{“‘1 with a carefully designed set of bonding maps. 
To begin, apply Lemma 3.4, Definition 3.5, and 3.7 to obtain a refinement V, of 
U, and a normal map b, of X onto /N,]. If X is separable then take No to be locally 
finite; otherwise take N, to be locally finite dimensional. Let Ni denote pZj(NO), 
j = 0, 1,2, and form the corresponding covers S:. Let I$, be the cover of) No\ consisting 
of all sets st(x,, $), X~E INOl, noting that each st(x,, 3;) is a neighborhood of x0 
in the Whitehead topology. Then apply Proposition A.3 to get an open cover B, of 
) N,J and a PL map r,: ) No\ + JN,J. We then choose a subdivision Ni of &Nz such 
that$<*S~and$<*B,.Forj>3,weletN~+’= &Ni. Form the Walsh complex 
K0 = 6: and also the open covers CL = b,‘(S:) of X, for j = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
4.1. There exists a map c,,: X + W, such that co I b,‘(( WO)‘“‘) agrees with bO, and so 
thatfor each UE Ni, c,,(b~‘(a))c K(a). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.8. 0 
Let B = {B, / u E Ni} be the open cover of W,, defined in the following way. For 
(TEN:, let G((T)=~J{K(T)~TEN~ and mu=@}; then B,= W,-G(u). The fol- 
lowing is routine to check. 
4.2. K(u)c B, and ifx, YE B, with XE K(u,), YE K(u), then ulnufO. 
Let Q be a star-refinement of B. Since a CW-complex is both paracompact (hence 
regular and fully normal) and LCk for all k, we may apply theorem V4.4 of [6] as 
follows. There exists an open cover D < Q such that if K is a simplicial complex 
in the Whitehead topology of dimension s n + 1, then every partial realization of 
K in W,, relative to D extends to a full realization relative to Q. Choose D’ so that 
D’ <* D. Define .sO = c,‘(D’); thus Ed is an open cover of X. 
Choose a common star-refinement V, of U,, E,,, C& along with a normal map 
(see Lemma 3.4 and Definition 3.5) b, : X -+ ]%,I, *, = N( V,). In case X is separable, 
assume fil is locally finite; otherwise assume &, is locally finite dimensional. 
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Next choose a simplicial map f: : Ifi + IiViI as follows. Each VE V, lies in an 
element P( V) of Ci. If m E fii and (T has vertices { V} E”=. of V,, then n { V, ( 0 s i s 
ml+0 SO that n{+(V)10 S i G m} f 0. Hence { !P( V;)}E”,, is the set of vertices of a 
simplex of Ni, since (Lemma 3.6) we have identified Ni with the nerve of C$ Thus 
the vertex map W extends barycentrically to a simplicial map ff. This f: will lead 
to our first bonding map for an inverse system involving the spaces INil (note that 
INil = INOD. 
4.3. Discussion. We will shortly determine a subdivision N, of fii,. There are various 
useful topologies for INol, IN,l. For the moment, the Whitehead topology is helpful, 
but eventually we will want a metrizable topology and this will be determined by 
a uniformity. For the space INo1 we have already determined the base {Si(j = 0, 1, . . . } 
for a metrizable uniformity but have not yet done so for IN,]. We must wait to 
determine a base {S: 1 j = 0, 1, . . . } for a uniformity for IN,1 because the uniformity 
will have to be designed so as to make both f: and maps fi, g, (to be defined later) 
uniformly continuous. As we later define maps f,*, f,, g, recursively, the same 
situation will arise, and we will time the building of the needed base for a uniformity 
for IN,,1 so that these maps will also be uniformly continuous. 
The map f: (and later maps _I-,*) is not quite adequate for the bonding map we 
need. This is because we cannot be assured that a compact subset of IN,], as measured 
in its eventual metric topology, when mapped by ff will have image contained in 
a finite union of simplexes. To obtain such a property, we will follow the map f: 
by a map j, taking the complex INo1 with a standard metric topology into /NoI with 
the Whitehead topology. In the latter topology, compact sets are always contained 
in a finite union of simplexes. We will then take a simplicial approximation to get 
the needed bonding map f,. The need for this condition that a compact set be 
contained in a finite union of simplexes arises in 4.36 where we use it to prove that 
r-‘(K) is compact for all compact K c X. 
4.4. Definition. Suppose f : X + I K I is a map into a polyhedron where K is a 
simplicial complex. Then a map g : X + (K ( is called a permissible modification off 
if for each x E X, whenever f(x) lies in 6 for CT E K, then g(x) E U. 
For the moment, let INilm denote INa] with the metric topology indicated on 
p. 301 of [ll] (see the discussion after Lemma A.l) while ]N$, Is11 will be used to 
designate the polyhedra with the Whitehead topology. As in the proof of Theorem 
10 on p. 302 of [ll], let j,:IN$,,,+]NA] be a continuous function which is a 
permissible modification of the identity. Let us consider the continuous function 
joof f : IN,J + IN:\, and let fi designate a simplicial approximation to this map, where 
N, is an appropriate subdivision of fi’, _ Let NY also denote N,. 
4.5. s;<f;‘(s& 
This follows because a simplicial mapping takes a star of a vertex into a star of a 
vertex. 
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4.6. Lemma. 7’he map f, ob, : X + IN’1 0 is a permissible mod$cation of b,, 0 s j < 3. 
Proof. The case j = 3 easily implies the others, so consider b,: X + INil. Suppose 
x E X. Let {I’,}%‘=, be the list of all elements of V, containing x, let { Gj},“_o be the 
elements of Ci containing x. Then b,(x) belongs to the interior of the simplex r of 
Ni whose vertices are {Gj}ip=,,, so we need to show that f,(b,(x)) lies in T. We first 
examine j”(fT(b,(x))). 
Since b,(x) lies in the simplex of j?, spanned by { U;}z”=, and jf( Vi) = $( V;) E 
{G,}~~,, then fT(b,(x)) lies in the interior of some face TV of 7. We see that j, takes 
ff(b,(xj) into the interior of some face 7, of T,,,. Hence joOf: carries b,(x) into +, 
where r, < T. Since f, is a simplicial approximation to &of:, then f, carries b,(x) 
into T, c T. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. q 
4.7. Choose successive subdivisions N{” of N’: (j =O, 1) so that S{+‘<* S{ and 
forj = 1,2, S: <f;‘(Sd”). By 4.5, Sy<f;‘(S$. L e E, be the cover of JNrJ consisting t 
of all sets st(x,, sf), x1 E /NJ, noting that each st(x,, $j is a neighborhood of x, 
in the Whitehead topology. Then apply Proposition A.3 to get an open cover B, of 
IN,1 and a PL map r, : IN,/ + IN,I. We then choose a subdivision N: of P,Nf such 
that 3: <*S:, ST <* B,, and 9: <fl’(Si). 
4.8. There exists a map h, : I(N:)(“+‘)(+ W, such thatfor all t E I(N:j(“+‘)l, ift = b,(x), 
and q,(x)~K(gj, (TEN:, then there exist A, rENi such that h,(t)EK(T) and 
anhf0fhnT. 
Proof. Let V be a vertex of (N3)(“+“. By Lemma 3.6, the map b, is normal relative 
to Cf and N:. This implies that’b;r(st( V, NT)) ’ 1s an element of C:. Since C: < C(: = 
V, < co= c,‘(D’), we may choose D’(V) E D’ so that b;‘(st( V, N:)) c c,‘(D’( Vjj. 
Define h, at V so that h,(V) E D’( Vj. Hence if { V,}:,, is the vertex set of a simplex 
of (N;)(“+‘) then h, carries the vertex set into st(D’( V, j, D’) and so into an element 
of D. Thus h, is a partial realization of (N:)(“+” relative to D, and it extends to a 
full realization h, : I(N~)(“+“I + IV, relative to Q. 
Let t E I(N:)‘“+” I and suppose t lies in the interior of the simplex y with vertices 
V,, 1 c is s. Then if x E X and t = b,(x), we have x E n:=, b;‘(st( v., N:)) because 
b, is normal relative to C: and N:. Also co(x) l nf=, D’( K/i) and h,({ V,}:,,) c 
l_J’:=, D’( V;), which is contained in some element Q E Q. There is a Q, E Q such 
that h,(y) c Q,. This shows that {cO(x)}u h,(y) c st(Q, Q), which in turn is con- 
tained in an element BA E B. Hence c,(x), h,(t) E B,,. The result now follows from 4.2. 
q 
We now have maps f, : 1 NrJ = I N:l+ /Nil and h, : I( N:)(“+‘)\ + W,. These maps are 
close if we take the measurement in Ni in the following way. 
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4.9. If t E I(N:)(“+‘) 1 and f,( t) E s” for 6 E Ni, then there exist CT, A, T E Ni such that 
6<v, unA#(2l#hnT, andh,(t)EK(T). 
Proof. Let t = b,(x) where x E X. Let u be the simplex of Ni such that b,(x) E 6. 
Then Lemma 4.6 implies that f,(b,(x)) =fi(t) 1 ies in 0; so 6 < (T. From 4.1, we get 
co(x) E K(U), and by 4.8 we have the existence of TE Ni as required. 
4.10. There exists a map gT : l(N:)(“+‘)\ + I( = ( W,J(“) with the property that if 
h,(t)EK(T), thengf(t)E~. 
Proof. Apply Lemma A.1 of the Appendix with K = (NT)(“+‘) and L = Ni. The 
cellular approximation gT obtained thereby will carry l(N:)(“+l)l into (WJ(“+” = 
( Wo)@’ = I(N H enceifh,(t)~K(T),theng~(t)~K(T)(”+”=K(T)’”)=T’n’~T. 
4.11.1. Corollary. For all t E I(NT)(“+l) /, there exist simplexes CT, A, TE Ni such that 
f,(t) E a, gT( t) E T, and CT n A # 0 = h A T; by using a simplicial approximation, we 
assume g:is PL. 
Proof. This follows from 4.9 and 4.10. q 
Consider the inclusion map i : I( Ni)‘“‘I + 1 Nil and the composition 
r,,oiog~:((N~)‘“+” / + IN:]. The image of the PL map r,,o iogr is an n-dimensional 
polyhedron A. By general position find a PL map s: A+ I( so that s is a 
permissible modification of the inclusion of A into INil. Then, finally, define the 
PL map g,:I(N~)‘“+“(~I(N~)‘“‘I by x+(s~r,,oiog~)(x). 
4.11.2. Corollary. For all t E I(N:)(“+“l, there exist simplexes 0; TE Ni such that 
f,(t) E CT, g,(t) E T, and CT n T # 0. Also g, is a permissible modijcation of gT with 
respect to Nz. 
Proof. This follows from: 
(i) Corollary 4.11.1 and the fact that Ni refines a second barycentric subdivision 
of N;, 
(ii) the fact (Proposition A.3) that r, is simplex preserving with respect to Ni, and 
(iii) the fact that s is a permissible modification of the inclusion relative to Ni. Cl 
4.11.3. Corollary. For each x,EIN~I, g,(A) is a Whitehead (i.e. jinite) compact 
polyhedral subset of IN,,l, where A = (st(x,, ST) n I(N~)‘““‘I). 
Proof. We merely need to show that g:(A) lies in an element of &. For each such 
A is a subpolyhedron of (NoI. Then the property that r,, is PL and the property that 
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r, carries each B, BE B,,, to a compact set, imply that r,(gF(A)) is a compact 
polyhedron. The PL map s carries this compact polyhedron again onto a compact 
polyhedron. Finally, g, can be treated as a ‘restriction’ of so r,,o jog:. 
To prove that g:(A) lies in an element of B,, note that st(x, , 3:) is the set of all 
closed vertex stars in NT which contain x,. Noting that f,: NY+ Ni is simplicial 
and that Nf subdivides NY, then f, linearly carries each simplex in st(x,, sf) into 
a simplex of Ni. Using this fact, 4.11.1, and the fact that Si< B,, it is then an easy 
calculation that g: carries A into an element of I?,. q 
Now form the Walsh complex W, = if. 
4.12. There exists a map c, : X + W, such that c, 1 bl’([ W,]‘“‘) agrees with b, and so 
thatfor each UE N:, c,(b,‘(a)) c K(a). (Recall, 3.3(i) that [WI]‘” = [Nf]‘“‘). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.8. q 
We now determine a base for a uniformity for IN,l. This will make f, and f;” 
uniformly continuous and g, will be uniformly continuous with respect to its 
restriction to I( IV:)‘“+ ” (. For j 2 3, choose successively, subdivisions N:+’ of N{ so 
that N{+’ <&N{, Si+’ <* Si, S{” <f[‘(Si’“), S/+’ < (fT))‘(S{‘“) and S{” < ./+’ 
where F, j+’ is defined as follows. Consider the intersection Sh+4n I(N$‘“‘l, which 
is a Whitehead open cover of I(N Then g;‘(Si’4 n I(Ni)““I) is a Whitehead 
open cover of ](N:)(“+‘)l, so extend it to an open cover F{-t4 of INIl. 
With the uniform topologies on /N,,I, I N’I, f , carries each compact set in IN,/ onto 
a compact set which is contained in a finite union of simplexes of No. To see this, 
first consider the map joof?. Now f;: IN,/ + INo/ . ‘s continuous with the uniform 
topology on domain and range. Further j,’ is continuous when its domain has the 
uniform topology and its range has the Whitehead topology because j, : /NoI,,, + I N,I 
is continuous and the uniform topology is finer than that of the metric topology 
indicated on p. 302 of [ 111. A compact subset of a polyhedron in the Whitehead 
topology is always contained in a finite union of simplexes; hence j,,ofF carries a 
compact set (in the uniform topology) into a finite union of simplexes of No. Since 
f, is a simplicial approximation ofj,,ofT, then wheneverj,,of,*(x) lies in a simplex 
u of N,, so f,(x) also lies in u. Further f, is continuous in the uniform topologies. 
Hence our claim that f, carries each compact set in IN’ onto a compact set which 
is contained in a finite union of simplexes of N, is sustained. 
We now have two maps f,, g, which closely approximate each other on their 
common domain J(Nf)(“+” I when measured in the complex Ni as range. The 
construction of successive maps f,, g, is similar, but we must impose tight controls 
on composition of these maps if we are to obtain the kind of inverse systems whose 
limits will contain the desired spaces for the cell-like map. 
We proceed inductively. Suppose q 3 1 and for 0 < i < q, 
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4.13.1. Vi is an open cover of X whose nerve is locally finite dimensional (locally 
finite if X is separable) and, 
(a) There is a map bi :X + lfiil where fii = N( Vi). 
(b) There are maps, f?, A : lfii[ + lfii-,I when i 2 1. 
(c) There is a sequence N,! of subdivisions of si (j = 0, 1,. . . ) where NY = N, 
and S!+’ <*S{. The open cover C’i of X is defined to be by’(Sj). The topology 
for INil is that induced by the uniform base {Sj}. 
(d) The map b, : X + IN, I is normal relative to C{ and Nj, ( j = 0, 1, . . . ). 
4.13.2. The choices in 4.13.1 are such that when i 2 1, 
(a) J; is simplicial from NY to N;_, and J; 0 bi is a permissible modification of bipl 
relative to N:_, , 0 sj c 3. Further x carries each compact set in JNiJ onto a 
compact set in IN;-,\ which is contained in a finite union of simplexes of Ni_1. 
(b) S; < f;‘(S;_,). 
(c) For k 2 1, 3: <fzy’(S!‘?f); for k z- 4, 3: CC (f”)-‘(Sf_:‘). 
(d) Vi is a common star refinement of Ui, Cs_,, Cp_,, . . . , Ci’. 
(e) There is a map g:: I(N;)(“+l)I+ \(N~_,)‘“‘1 such that for all TV I(N~)(“+‘)l 
there exist simplexes u, A, 7~ N:_, such that J;(t) E U, gF( t) E T, and 
anht’C3Z~nr. 
(f) There is a uniformly continuous PL map g, : I(N;)(“+‘)l+ l(N:-,)““I such that 
for all t E I(Nj)(“+‘) 1, there exist simplexes a, 7~ N:_, such that J;(t) E a, 
gi( t) E 7, and (T n r # 0. Also gi is a permissible modification of g” with respect 
to N;_,. 
(g) For each x, E INil, g,(st(x,, 3:) n I(N:)‘““‘I) is a Whitehead (i.e. finite) com- 
pact polyhedral subset of INi_11. 
4.13.3. There exists a map ci : X + W, such that ci I b;‘(( Wi)‘“‘) agrees with b, and 
so that for each (TE Nj, c,(b,‘(cr))c K(v). 
The (q + 1)-step proceeds in the following order: 
(1) The open cover V,,, of X is chosen (see 4.13.2(d)) so that it refines &y which 
is derived from the map cq (see the construction of &o after 4.2). Then the 
map b,,, is selected. 
(2) The simplicial map fz+r : fiq+, + N”, is obtained, then a subdivision NO,+, of 
*q+, > and then the simplicial map f,+, : NO,+, + N: so that fy+ro b,+r is a 
permissible modification of b, relative to N& 0 sj c 3. 
(3) Successive subdivisions Ni+r of NO,+, and Ni+, of Ni+, are chosen. 
(4) Determine a map r,+, : IN’,+,1 + IN’,+rI using Proposition A.3, and then choose 
N:+, c PzNZ,+,. 
(5) Leading to the map gG+,, find a map h,+r : I(N3qtl)(“+‘)l + W,. 
(6) Then find gz+r : I(N~+l)(“+‘)l+ I(N”,)‘“‘I = Wr’. 
(7) Now obtain the PL map g,+, : \(N~+I)‘n-C1)( + I(N’,)‘“‘I. 
(8) Form the Walsh complex Wg+, = &it1 and the map cq+l:X+ W,+,. 
(9 
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) Finally for j 2 3 choose, successively, the subdivisions NJq: 
with the associated Si,,,, C{+, for all j. 
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_‘, of N;,,, along 
We now provide the set X with the uniformity generated by the sequence of open 
covers { V,}z”=,. This sequence is a base for a uniformity because each cover V,,, 
star-refines Vj; and this uniformity is finer than that generated by {I-J,};“;, because 
V, < U,. The topology induced by {Vi} is possibly finer, therefore, than that induced 
by {U,}. However, because each cover V, is open, the set st(x, Vi) is open, and there 
is a j such that st(x, U,) c st(x, V;). Therefore, for each XE X, the neighborhood 
base {st(x, VI)}:,, is not finer than {st(x, U,)}?:,. Consequently the induced 
topologies are identical. 
There is a relation between the uniform space X and the inverse limit of the 
sequence determined by the maps f;. We shall prove that X is uniformly equivalent 
to a dense subspace. For all j ~0, let f;,, denote the identity on IN,\, while if i> j 
let f;,; denote the composition J;+,o. . .of;: lNil + lNjl. 
4.14. Lemma. For each i, the map b; : X + IN,] IS a Vi map, and if a map g is Si close 
to b,, then g-‘(S)) rejines Vi. 
Proof. Because bi is normal with respect to C{ and N:, bi is a V, map. To prove 
the second part, take any set S, E St. Suppose p = g(x) E S,; then b,(x) belongs to 
some SE Sf which also contains p. So hi(x) E st(S, , Sf) which is contained in some 
S, of $. Then x E b;‘[st(S,, Sf)] c b,‘(S,), and by’(&) = VE V,, since So is a vertex 
star of NY = N, and 6, is normal. It can then readily be checked that g-‘(p) c V. 0 
4.15. Definition. A map f: X + IK], where K is a simplicial complex, is called 
topologically irreducible if there does not exist a proper subcomplex L of K and a 
permissible modification g off so that g(X) c (L(. 
4.16. Lemma. Each b, : X + ) N:l is topologically irreducible. 
Proof. By Definition 3.5 and 4.13.1(d), each 6, is an essential map of X onto INjl. 
Suppose there is a permissible modification g of b, such that g(X) c ILI, L is a 
proper subcomplex of N;. Then there would have to be a simplex of g of NT such 
that G does not intersect g(X) but does intersect f(X). Let A = b;‘(u). Then 
g(A) c I_, (~1 T is a proper face of a} because g is a permissible modification. 
Conclude the proof by applying the following lemma which would imply the map 
bj is not essential. 
4.17.1. Lemma (see [5, 11). Supposef: A + u has a permissible modification g : A + CT 
such that there is a point p E o but p e! g(A). Then there exists a map h : A + CT such 
that h(A) c ikr and h IfP’(kr) =flf-‘(au). 
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We are now in a position to prove a result which is needed in the sequel. 
4.17.2. Lemma. Every lopologically irreducible map f: X + 1 K 1, where K is a simplicial 
complex with principal simplexes, is a surjection. 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.17.1 and the first part of the proof of 4.1. 0 
We are now going to deal with the uniform continuity of some of our maps. 
4.18. Each bi : (X, { y}:,) + (IN,[, {Si};“=,) is uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Each bi’(S:) = Cj is refined by C;” which is refined by V,+j as can be 
deduced from 4.13.2(d). 0 
4.19. Each f;+I : (\Rii+ll, {Si+,}P_,J + (INil, {S{};“=,) is uniformly continuous. 
Proof. This follows from 4.13.2(c). 0 
4.20. Eachf;,,~b,:(X,{V,}~~)~(IN~l, {S$},“=,) is uniformly continuous. 
4.21. Lemma. of p a q 2 k, then & 0 b, is a permissible modi$cation offq,,k o b, relative 
lo N;. 
Proof. We first prove that if i ~j, then f;,jo b, is a permissible modification of bj 
relative to N:. 
The mapf;,,_,o b, is a permissible modification of b,_, relative to N;‘_, by 4.13.2(a). 
Suppose inductively that & 0 b, is a permissible modification of bk relative to N:. 
Then for each x E X, J;,k 0 b,(x) belongs to a face of that simplex (T of N’, for which 
bk(x) E G. This simplex u is a subset of the simplex 13 of NE to whose interior, 6, 
bk(x) belongs. But fk+,obk is a permissible modification of b,_, relative to Nip,, 
which implies that the simplicial map fk,k-, : N”k + Ni-, takes 0 onto a simplex T of 
Ni-,, where T is a face of y and bk-,(xj belongs to q. Therefore J;,k-lob,(x)= 
fk+, ~f;,~ 0hi(x) also belongs to a face of y. This concludes the proof that J;, 0 b, is 
a permissible modification of b; relative to N;‘. 
Next we note that -f;,.i_,of;,jo b, =A,,-, 0 b, is a permissible modification of A,,_, 0 b, 
relative to N)_ ,. To see this, use the fact that A,;-, is a simplicial map of NT to N:_, 
and an argument similar to that used just above. The result follows by setting i = p, 
j = q, (so that from the first part of the proof, fp,, 0 b,, is a permissible modification 
of b4) and then fk+l,k”’ . ~fq,4~10fp,40bp =fP.Yobp is a permissible modification of 
f k+l,kO’ . .Ofq,y-,Obq=fq,kObq relative to N:. 0 
4.22. Proposition. For each j, the sequence {f;,, 0 b,}zj is Cauchy with respect to the 
uniformity of uniform convergence [9, Ch. 71 on the set of functions from X to 
(INjIv {S~>ZO). 
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Proof. In [9] the theory of uniform spaces is treated in terms of what many call 
‘entourages’ while in [S] it is done in terms of uniform covers. For convenience, 
the following translates from Kelley’s terminology to that of Isbell’s in which form 
the Proposition is stated. 
For each member S; of the base for the uniformity on IN,I, there is an integer k 
such that when p, q > k, then f,, 0 b, and f,, , oh, are Sf close. This means that for 
each x E X, the points ,fp,,o b,,(x) and f,,, 0 b,(x) both must belong to some set of the 
family Si [8, Ch. III]. Let us proceed to prove this. 
Conditions 4.13.2(c) can be employed to insure that two points x, 4’ which are 
S;’ close in lNil are mapped by J;,, to be $‘(‘-‘)+’ close in IN,/. Therefore if we let 
k > ii +j, then two points which are Si close in (Nk( will have images that are S: 
close in IN,1 underf&. 
Now suppose x E X and p > q > k. Then &,k 0 b,,(x) and f,,k 0 b,(x) are S? close in 
I~,l.ForbyLemma4.2l,f,,,,~b,=f,,~of,,,~b,’ p is a ermissible modification off,,,0 b, 
relative to A’:, so f,,k 0 b,(x) and fP,k 0 b,,(x) are Si close. Finally, composing these 
maps with fk,;, the points fP,,ob,(x) =fk,,Ofr,aObp(x) and fq,,obq(x) =fk,,Ofq,Coby(x) 
are Si close, and the proof is complete. 0 
The space of functions X+ lNj/ is complete when provided with the uniformity 
of uniform convergence, and both the subset of continuous maps and that of 
uniformly continuous maps are closed. We therefore conclude the following: 
4.23. Each limit function fu-,, = lim, fs,,o b, : X + IN,1 is a uniformly continuous map 
from (X, {Vi}:,,) to ([NJ, {Sj}:“). 
From Lemma 4.21 we see that each fq,,oby is a permissible modification of b, 
relative to NT. Hence we conclude the following. 
4.24. (a) Each fr,, is a permissible modification of b, relative to N;. 
(b) Each fw,, is S: close to bi. 
(c) Each f=,, is a topologically irreducible map relative to N:. 
The latter is true because any permissible modification of fx,j would also be a 
permissible modification of b,. 
4.25. The maps {fs,i}zO and {f;+,,,}zC, together with X and {IN,l}~O form a 
compatible system in the sense that for each i, A+,,, 0 f=,,+, =_f-,,. 
Proof. For each k > i,J;+,,i o&+1 =fk,,. The sequence {fk,i+,}'F;i+l + fr,,+, uniformly, 
and {_&,i)?=z +f=,,, uniformly. Because composition is continuous in each variable 
when the uniformity of uniform convergence induces the topology, the result follows 
[9, Ch. 71. 
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4.26. Proposition. The compatible system {foc,i}~=o, {J;+,,,}~=o induces a uniformly 
continuous limit map, fw : X + lim, {INil, fi+,,i}zO such that for each i, fE,i = proj, ofw. 
The map fw is a uniform embedding onto a dense subset fw(X) of lim, INil. 
(Here the uniformity on the inverse limit is that induced on it as a subset of the 
product of the sequence {INil}). 
Proof. To prove fw is injective, suppose x, YE X, x #y. There exists i such that 
st(x, Vi) n st(y, Vi) =8. Let a, r be simplexes of N; such that hi(x) E G, b,(y) E G. 
Applying 4.13.1(c), there exist Ox, DY E Sy such that $a, N;‘) = D, and $7, N:) c 
D,.. Since bi’(D,), b;‘( D4.) E Vi, then bi’( Ox) n bi’( D,,) = 0 SO that D, n D, = 0. 
Now fm,i is a permissible modification of b, relative to N:, so fE,i(x) and f,,i(y) 
belong to disjoint simplexes. Because foo,i = proj;ofw, then proj,of,(x) # proj,ofw(y). 
Thus fw(x) #f,(y). 
Second, f;‘: fw(X)+(X,{V,}&) . IS uniformly continuous with respect to the 
uniformity induced on SW(X) as a subset. A base for this uniformity is formed by 
the family of covers WY=fw(X)nproj;‘(S!). For each i, fGli(S!) refines Vi by 
4.24(b) and Lemma 4.14. Now f;‘( Wt) = fG’,(St) because foe,, = projiof,. 
Third, fw(X) is dense in lim, {[Nil, f;+l,i}. This follows from the fact that each 
fa,i is a surjection by 4.24(c) and Lemma 4.17.2. q 
4.27. Proposition. If X is complete with respect to the original metric on it, then fw is 
a uniform isomorphism onto lim, INi]. If X is not complete, then fw is a uniform 
embedding of X as a dense subset of its completion. 
Proof. If X is complete with respect to the original metric, then it is complete with 
respect to the uniformity generated by { Ui}. Since {V,} generates a finer uniformity, 
X is complete with respect to {Vi} also. Since fw is a uniform embedding, fw(X) is 
complete in fI\ N,I, so fw(X) is closed in lim, INi\. Because f,(X) is dense, we 
conclude that f,(X) = lim, INil. 
Since lim, INil is closed in the complete space IIINiI, then if X is not complete, 
since fw(X) is dense in lim, INil, we see that lim, INil is the completion of X. 0 
Before describing the space Z and the cell-like map of Z onto X, let us interject 
a bit of terminology. The space nT=, I Nil bears the product uniformity W, the product 
of the uniformities W, generated by {S{},“=,. A base for W is B = 
ctn:, proj,‘(s~:No~ qi, ni>lm 2 11. We say that a =(a,) and b =(bi) are 
(Si;, . . , Sl;::) close if for each 1 c is m, aq, and b, belong to some set S of ST:. 
The space lim, {INi\}z 0 is a subspace of ny=, IN,1 and has the uniformity W’ 
induced by W. Abase for W’is B’ = {/3 n lim, IN,) Ip E B} = {(proj:))‘(S’,) 10~ q,j}; 
here proj: is the restriction of proj,. Two points a, b are S: close if aq, b, belong 
to a set S of S$ 
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Let US define ~l+,,i: I(N;1+,)‘“‘I~I(N~)‘“‘l to be the restriction of g,+,,, (see 
4.13.2(e)). Let 2 = lim,{l(N~)‘“‘I, g,+,.i}. Let W2 be the uniformity on Z determined 
by the base B2 = {p n Z) p E B}. There is a sequence 7~,,, n,, . . . of maps from Z to 
n,E, ]Ni] defined by setting r,, to be the inclusion and for j > 0, nj(z) = (J;,o(zj), 
h,,(z,), * .. vf;,,-lCzj), zj, zj+l, .. . ). Each rr, is uniformly continuous since the coordin- 
ates of n, are uniformly continuous. 
4.28. Lemma. The sequence (nj) is Cauchy in the uniformity of uniform convergence 
on the set of maps from Z to ny=, INil. 
Proof. We need to show that given (Si;, . . . , Si:), there exists j such that if m > I >j, 
then n,,,(z) and rr,(z) are (S:;, . . . , Si:) close for all z. Because for any q,f,+,,,(S”,+,) 
refines S& and f,+,,,(Sz+,) refines Sii3 for all k > 0, we may by induction find an 
integer j such that for each 1 c i G s, f;,,, (3;) refines each S$. Moreover, for I > j, 
J;,,(S:) < Sf. Now for each q and each point p of IN,+,], choosef,+,,,( p) E 8 where 
2 6 is a simplex of N, and g,+,,y(p) E u where u is a simplex of Nt, and CT n 6 # 8. 
Thus fq+l,,(p) and g,+,,, P ( ) belong to the closed star of at least one vertex of NG. 
Therefore these images are Si close. 
Since &+,,, is restriction of gy+,,yr the maps &+,,, andf,,,,, restricted to ](N~+,),n,] 
are Si close. By induction one may show that &,,, and fm,, are S:,“-‘I close, hence 
S: close. 
Suppose now that z = (zi) E Z and m > I> j. Then proj,,(r,(z)) =f;,,(z,) = 
fi,,,(~nl,,(z,))=fi,Y,~~,,~~m,,(z,); proj,(r,(z)) =fm,y,(z,,,) =f;,y,~A,,~Sm,~(z,). We 
have seen that &,,(z,,,) and fm,,(z,) are S: close; J;,,o&,,,(z~) and f;jof,,,(z,) will 
be S; close. Finally, J;.Y,~fi,,~&,,l(~,) and &,~fi,~~m,,(z,) will be S> close. 
4.29. Corollary. The sequence of maps ( ni) converges to a uniformly continuous map 
cZ+~;=,]N~]. 
Proof. This is true because the space of uniformly continuous maps is complete 
with respect to the uniformity of uniform convergence [9, Theorem 7.8~1. 0 
4.30. ~(Z)=lim, {]N,I,J;+,,,). 
proof. Let ZE z and y = r(z). Then for each q>O, Y,+I =lim.,+m&,+,(z,) and 
Y, =lim,,,J,,(z,)=limj+~fy+,,,“J;,,+,(2/), so thatf,+,Av,+,)=yq. [I7 
We now have a map n:Z+lim, {]N,],J;+,,i}. Since Z is an inverse limit of 
polyhedra of dimension sn, then dim Z c n. (See either 27.9 of [ 141 or the proof 
of Theorem 2 of [S]). If we can show that rr is surjective and cell-like, then the 
main results, Theorems 1.3, 1.4 will have been achieved. What follows will be the 
proof that v is surjective and cell-like. 
For each x E lim, /Nil, let SN(x,) = st(x,, Si) and &N(x,) = st(x,, S:); these are 
polyhedral neighborhoods of x4, and eN(x,) = SN(x,). 
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4.31. &,,_,[6N(x,) A l(N’,)‘“‘l] c FN(Xq-,). 
Proof. Let t E SN(x,). Then t belongs to the interior of a simplex A of N”, and xy 
belongs to the interior of a simplex h of Ni where A, h, have a vertex v in common. 
Hence f&,(x4), f,,,_,(t) belong to the interiors of the simplexes f,,,_,(h) and 
f,,,_,(A) of Ni-, which have the vertex f&,(v) in common. Applying 4.13.2(e), 
g&_,(t) belongs to a simplex T of Ni-, which has a vertex w in common with a 
simplex p which intersects f,,,-,(A). Applying 4.13.2(f), there exists a simplex 
UE Nip, so that g&-, (t) E 6 while gy+-,( t) E CT. 
Since S-l-, star refines S2y-,, there must be an element SE S:-, such that 
st(st(w, Si_,), Sl-,) c S. Since S contains the point g&_,(t) of 6, then I?= S. Also 
xy-r E S. But cN(x,_,) is the union of all elements A of S’,-r such that xq_, E A; 
hence S, the closed star associated with S, being an element of S&r containing x+, 
is in &N(xq_,). Since CC {S, then gq_,(t) lies in sN(xy_r). Finally, d,,,-, is a 
restriction of g,,-, , so 4.31 follows. 0 
4.32. There exists a contractible set Fc IN,1 such that eN(xq)c Fc SN(x,) 
Proof. Recall that 3: star-refines Si, and note that each element of Sb is a star of 
a vertex and hence is contractible. Then choose F to be an element of S: that 
contains EN. Finally, S: refines So,. 0 
4.33. The map T is surjective, and ~~‘(x)=lim, {sN(x,)nl(N:)‘“‘l, &,,_,}= 
lim{uN(x,) n I(N”,)‘“‘I, &-,}, the &,-,‘s being restricted. 
Proof. It is clear that {6N(x, n I(N’,)““I, &,-r} and {eN(x,) A I(N:)‘“‘I, ,&,-1} are 
inverse systems. Also, we see from 4.31 that these inverse sequences have a common 
limit. We shall show that this common limit is K’(x). 
Let z~lirn,{sN(~,)n~(N~)‘“‘~,~~~~-,}. Then projj(n(z))=limi,;f;,j(z;). Let U= 
st(x,, S,?) be an arbitrary basic neighborhood of xj in I N,I. Using 4.13.2(b, c) and 
4.13.1(c), we see that for large i, J;,j(st(xi, Sp)) c U. Since sN(Xi) c st(x,, SP), we 
have J;,,(EN(x,)) c U and hence &(zi) E U. Therefore proji(n(z)) = x,, and hence 
?-r(z) =x. 
To get the reverse inclusion, suppose z E 2 and z ~6 lim, { SN(x,) n I( Ni)‘“‘[, 
&,-r}. Then there exists j such that zj E SN(x,). Using the fact that S: <*S.t <* S.y 
and the definitions of &N(xj), 6N(x,), one concludes the following: 
4.34. &N(z,) n eN(xj) = 0 when zJ g 6N(x,). 
Since proj.,(n(z)) = lim,>jA,,( ,) z E &N(zj) (recall that f;,j(z,) and gi,j(zi) = zj are 
ST close-see the proof of Lemma 4.28), then proj,( r(z)) # xj. This proves the 
reverse inclusion. 
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4.35. n-‘(x) is cell-like for all x. 
Proof. We first will prove that Y’(x) is compact and nonempty. Note that for each 
q, D, = eN(xy) n I( # 0 because eN(x,) is a subcomplex of Ni of which Ni 
was a subdivision. We claim that for q 3 1, the image of D, under &,,-, is compact. 
Then 4.33 along with this will show that Y’(x) is compact and nonempty. To check, 
recall that &,-, is a restriction of the PL map g,, and then see 4.13.2(g). 
Next let us show that each &y_,~&+,,y is null homotopic as a map from 
6iV(x,+,) n I(N:+,),“,/ to GN(x,-,)n l(N:~,)‘“‘l. Since $q+,,y(~N(xy+,) n 
l(N~+,)‘“‘l) c eN(xq) c Fc 6N(x,) where F is contractible, &+,,, is null homotopic 
as a map into 6N(x,). Noting that dim[SN(x,+,) nJ(N~+,)‘“‘J]S n, &+,,, is null 
homotopic as a map into 6N(x,) n I’“+‘) I. Compose such a null homotopy with 
g,. By 4.13.2(f), g,(l(N;)‘“+“l)= l(N;_,)‘“‘l. S ince gy is an extension of &y_,, this 
yields a null homotopy for &y_,~&+,,y. Using a direct proof which makes use of 
the compact sets constructed in the first part of this proof, we conclude that Y’(x) 
has trivial shape. 0 
4.36. r is a proper map. 
Proof. Let K = lim, IN,1 be compact. Let K, = proj,(K)c iN,l. Thenf,+,,,(&+,) = 
K,. Because each K, =fq+,,y (K,,,), then by 4.13.2(a), K, is contained in a finite 
union of simplexes of A$. Let B, = {SN(x) n ((N3y)(n)( Ix E K,}; then B, is finite 
because if x, y E 6 for some (T E Ni, then SN(x) = 6N(y) as can be readily checked. 
We shall prove: 
(I) Gy.,-,~&+l,yK! &+,) is compact. 
(2) &-IL 4) lz u e-, . 
(3) 7Y’ (K)=lim- 4.J B,, if,,,-Jc Z. 
To prove (l), note that &,+,,y(SN(~y+, ) n ((No+,)‘“)/) c cN(xy) n l(N%)‘“‘( which 
in turn is rendered compact by &,_, as in the proof of 4.35. 
For (2), consider an element F= SN(x,)nl(N~)‘“‘I. By 4.31, &,,_,(F)c 
&N(xy_,) c SN(x,_,) and xy-, E K,_, . 
Lastly suppose z E r-‘(K) and ZG lim, {U B,), &,,_,>. Then there exists j such 
that z,& U B,. Let x = T(Z). Then z, & 6N(x,). By 4.34, eN(Zj) n EN(x,) = @. Use 
4.33 to detect the contradiction, that x # r(z). q 
5. Remarks 
Our construction of an inverse system to represent X (or its completion if X is 
not complete) is an irreducible representation as defined in [8]. This follows from 
4.24(c). We therefore can apply Theorem 2 of [8] to determine that dim X = 
lim dim( N,). It is known that if a cell-like map raises dimension at all, then it raises 
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it to infinity. Hence either dim X = n or dim X = ~0. This must be reflected quite 
precisely by the sequence (Ni) because each bonding map is piecewise linear and 
so cannot raise dimension. If dim X = n, then dim N, = n for all large i. 
The following result can be obtained from our construction by deleting the 
requirement that c-dim X s n. 
5.1. Theorem. If X is a metrizable space and 0 < k < 00, then there exists a metrizable 
space Z, dim Z G k, and a proper UVk-’ map of Z onto X. If X is topologically complete 
and/or separable, then we may choose Z to be so (conversely tfX is the image under 
a proper = perfect map of a topologically complete and/ or separable space, then so is X). 
Proof. In our previous construction, omit all mention of Walsh complexes. When 
defining a map g” (see 4.10, for example), let the domain be l(N5)‘“‘1 instead of 
I(N;‘)‘““I and obtain g? as a simplicial approximation of the restriction off; to a 
map from I( to l(N:_,)l. To prove the limit map is UVkm’, just observe that 
maps of s-spheres, 0~ s s k - 1, into &N(xy) extend to maps of the (s + I)-ball into 
6N(x,). 0 
Appendix 
A.l. Lemma. Let K be a simplicial complex and i be a CW-complex formed from a 
?. 
simplicial complex L as in Lemma 3.3. Then for any map h from I K 1 to L, there exists 
a cellular map g homotopic to h such that ifh( t) E K(T) for r E L, then g(t) E K(r) also. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.3(vi), there is a homotopy Ho from 1 K(O)1 to i with the 
properties that H, is the restriction of h at the zero level while at the one level, 
Ho maps I( K(O)\ into i(O); and moreover, if H,(x, 0) E K(T), then H,(x, t) E K(T), 
Osts1. 
Inductively suppose a homotopy H, from I K”‘j to i has been defined so that Hi 
is the restriction of h at the zero level while at the one level, Hi maps JK(‘)I into 
i(‘). Suppose further that Hi is an extension of Hi_, and if H,(x, 0) E K(T), then 
H, (x, t) E K(T) for 0 c t G 1. We shall extend Hi piecewise to a homotopy H,,, from 
IK(‘+‘)I to i which agrees with the restriction of h at the zero level and at the one 
level maps IK(‘+“l into iCii’) and if H,+,(x,O)c K(T), then H,+,(x, t)E K(T) for 
osts1. 
Let 6 be an (i + l)-simplex of K. The compact image h(6) will lie in a finite union 
IJf=, K(ai), where the simplexes CT~ are of minimal dimension and none is a face 
of another. Form the set of all finite intersections A of these simplexes 0;. For each 
such A, let B = L?(A) = h-‘(A), and define rank (B) to be the number of simplexes 
a, used in forming A. Beginning with the set of greatest rank and working in reverse 
order, inductively, using Lemma 3.3(vi), extend the homotopy Hi from 6 to 8 U sets 
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of minimal rank= 6 so as to meet the conditions of the lemma. For simplexes 6 
and 6’with a common face, these extensions will agree. The union ofthese extensions, 
Hi+, 3 will be continuous because K bears the Whitehead topology. 
Let the homotopy H = UT=“=, H,, and let g be the one level of H. This function 
H is continuous, is equal to h at the zero level and at the one level is a cellular 
map. Moreover, if h(t) E K(T) then also g(t) E K(7) for all XE (K(. q 
A base for a uniformity on a space X can be defined by a family A of open 
covers with the following two properties: 
(i) for every (Y E A there is a /? E A such that /3 <*(Y and, 
(ii) for every CY and p E A there is a y E A such that y refines both (Y and p. 
Such a base induces a topology on X according to the rule that {st(x, cy) 1 a E A} is 
a base for the neighborhood system at x. The base determines a unique uniformity 
and induced topology on X [7]. 
In the case that the base A is a normal sequence {S,>T=,, that is, each Sj+, <*S,, 
there is a metric generating this uniformity with the property that the cover S,+, 
refines the cover B,,, consisting of open balls of radius 2-(‘+‘I, while B,,, refines 
S, (this can be derived from [9, Lemma 6.121 or [7, Theorem I-141). Of course, the 
metric and uniform topologies will then coincide. 
In this paper, for infinite complexes K, we define uniformities and topologies for 
1 K 1 by means of uniform covers. Such uniformities can be given additional desirable 
properties by making the uniform covers S, refine certain families of open covers 
associated with the given topological space lK/. For this purpose we make use of 
the fact that given a cover (Y of ) K) by sets open in the Whitehead topology, there 
is a subdivision UK such that for each vertex u E UK, g( u, UK) lies in an element 
of LY [18, Theorem 351. 
Three kinds of uniformities are particular!y useful. The coarsest, which we shall 
call the barycentric uniformity, is defined by the base {st(u, &,K)/zI a vertex of 
P,K};“=,. For finite dimensional complexes this uniformity is identical with that 
derived from the sup norm metric d(f, g) = sup {jf( U) -g(v)] ) u E K}, the euclidean 
metric, and the metric d(f; g) = 2 {If(v) - g( u)lI u E K} [ll, p. 3011, but is different 
even for locally finite-dimensional, infinite-dimensional complexes. However, all 
these uniformities lead to the same topology for this kind of complex. 
The second, which we shall call the star uniformity, is defined by {st(u, K,)I n a 
vertex of K,},?,, where K, is a sequence of subdivisions of K with each K, a stellar 
subdivision [17] of p,K,_,. 
The third, which we shall call the Whitehead uniformity, is defined by the base 
{{st(v, K,) 1 ZI a vertex of K,}( where K, is a (stellar) subdivision of K}. One may 
show that this uniformity induces the Whitehead topology on 1 K 1. 
Because each member of the first base is refined by a member of the second, and 
each member of the second by an element of the third, the topology induced on 
[KI by the second is finer than the first, and the third topology is finer than the 
second. Observe that each cover in each base is comprised of sets open in its induced 
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topology. In the case that K is locally finite, all the above uniformities induce the 
Whitehead topology on 1 K (. 
A.2. Theorem. A locally Jinite-dimensional complex K is complete with respect to any 
star uniformity. 
Proof. A Cauchy filter F on IKI must contain a set st(v,,, K,) and thus g( q,, Kp) 
from gP for each p 3 0. It is possible that for some p 3 1, v,, belongs to an open 
simplex 6 of K,_, which is contained in at most a finite set of simplexes of K,_,. 
The $v,,, K,) is compact, and the succeeding stars $v,,+,, K,,,,) are closed sets 
whose intersections with z( vP, K,) have the finite-intersection property. Therefore 
nJZ, $( v,, Kj) # $3 and the filter converges, because for x in this intersection st(x, Sj) 
contains st(vj, K,) as a subset. 
Suppose on the other hand that for each p > 0, V~ E I_?~,, and up is a face of an 
infinite set of simplexes of Kp. The following two lemmas will enable us to complete 
the proof. 
A.2.1. Lemma. Consider the barycentric uniformity on an arbitrary complex K. Suppose 
that v,+, F?$v,,, K,). Then %(v,,+,, K,,,) n $( v,,, Kp) is a PL cell in a simplex belong- 
ing to link(v,, K,,). 
Proof of A.2.1. The vertex v,+~ lies in the interior of some simplex n of K,. It is, 
moreover, the barycenter of a simplex (T’ of PK,, which is contained in r. The 
simplex (T’ intersects s$v,,, Kp) in a common simplex T’ of /3(%(v,, K,,)) and o’ 
because p($v,, K,)) is full in pr<,. Let us now see why $v,,+,, K,,,) intersects 
$(v,,, Kp) precisely in the set 17’1. 
Consider the list of vertices of a simplex j_~ of K,,,, which contains q,+, , say 
W/Y WI&I, . . . , wo. We can write this list so that when Wj is the barycenter of a simplex 
h of PK,, then wj_, is the barycenter of a face of A. It follows that if we set v,,,, = We, 
then {Wk, wk_, , . . . ) w,,} is a set of vertices of u’. Now B = A n$ v,,, K,,) is a face 
of A not containing v,+, = wk. Suppose B contained one of the vertices wj, j> k. 
The vertex wj of p would be in the interior of a simplex puo of K,, where v,,+, E tic). 
But since PO n $( v,,, K,,) # 0 implies pLoc s( v,,, K,), we would have v,,,, E g( v,, K,,). 
This is not possible. So we conclude that the face B of A only has vertices from the 
set {w,, . . . , wL} c d. Hence B c IT’\. 0 
A.2.2. Lemma. Consider any star uniformity on an arbitrary complex K. Zf II,,+, g 
z(v,,, K,,), then G(v,,+, , K,,,,) n$v,,, K,,) is compact. 
Proof. The subdivision K,,, , is a stellar subdivision of /3,K,,, so that the intersection 
mentioned above will be a subset of z(v,,, KP) nii(w, p2K,,) for some vertex w of 
P&- 0 
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To continue the proof of Theorem A.2, we may conclude by Lemma A.2.2 that 
if v,+, G z( u,,, K,,) for some p, then the filter F converges. We must therefore consider 
only those sequences {z( v,,, K,,)} for which each star contains the succeeding vertex 
v,+, . Consider the sequence of open simplexes 6,, of K, which contain v,,+, . If for 
any p, dim(a,-,) = dim(z(v,, K,)), then s(v,,, Kr) will be compact, so we may 
assume that for each p, dim(gp,,)<dim($u,, K,)). The sequence of integers 
dim(gp_,) has a maximal value m. Let q be the least value at which the value m is 
achieved for aqp,. No subsequent vqti can lie in a simplex of K,_, which has 
dimension greater than m by definition of q, so each v4+, lies either in gqqi or a 
simplex fq_, of K,_, which is not a face of ayp, and has dimension cm. But if zly+i 
were to lie in +q-,, Tag, not a face of a,_,, then z(v,, K,)n$v,+,, K,,,) would 
be compact by Lemma A.2.2. We therefore need only consider the case in which 
each v~+, lies in gqm,. The sequence {F,} = {a,-, n$ vq+,, K,+i)} is a family of 
closed sets with the finite intersection property. This follows directly because each 
Us+;+, lies in Sf(vqtl, K,,,) and in ay-,. Since all F, lie in the compact space aqp,, 
n F, # 0, so that n s( u,,, K,,) # 0, and the Cauchy filter F converges. 0 
Locally finite complexes are locally compact, but locally finite-dimensional ones 
need not be. The following proposition provides, for our purposes, a substitute for 
local compactness. 
A.3. Proposition. Let N be a simplicial complex with 1 NI having the Whitehead topology 
and suppose N is locallyfinite dimensional. Let E be an open cover of INI. Then there 
exists an open cover B of 1 NJ and a map r : / NI + 1 NI such that for all B E B, r(B) is 
compact and there exists E E E such that B u r(B) c E. Also, we may choose r so that 
ifx E u E N, then r(x) E a, and so that r is PL, and E-close to the identity. 
Proof. Define rO : / N(“,I + 1 N(O)1 to be the identity and proceed by induction. Suppose 
r~:JN’“‘J+IN’k’l h as b een defined so that r, is PL and for each x E JN’k’l there is a 
neighborhood U, in JN”‘I of x such that rl( 0,) is compact. Also assume there 
exists A, E E such that iJ, u rr_( u,) = A,. 
Now consider any (k+ I)-simplex T of N. Choosing a small PL collar about ~JT 
in 7, construct a PL extension rk+, of rh on 7 so that r. lr+, is the identity outside the 
collar, rk+, maps a smaller collar into +r, and rk+, extends rk on ar. Apply this 
procedure to each (k + I)-simplex 7 to produce rk+, : lN(k+‘)( + IN(‘+‘,I extending 
rk. It is not difficult to see that r k+, exhibits the same properties with IN(ki’,J as r, 
did with IN’k’(. 
The map r is defined to be lJT=, rk, and is continuous by the properties of the 
Whitehead topology. It is PL and satisfies the other properties because each point 
has a neighborhood on which r = rk for some k. 0 
The next Lemma is designed to prove the continuity of certain maps which are 
defined piecewise on certain closed sets. 
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A.4 Lemma. Let f: X + K be a map from a k-space X to a CW complex K. Let 
g : X + Y be a function such that g IfP’(a) : f-‘(a) + Y is continuous for each closed 
cell CT in K. Then g is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose that C is a compact subset of X. Then f(C) lies in a finite union 
of cells cri of K, and C is a subset of the closed set U:=, f -'(vi). The map g is 
continuous on Un=I f -'(ai) and therefore on C. Because X is a k-space and g 1 C 
is continuous on each compact subset C, g : X + Y is continuous. q 
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